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Author Subject: [Light Novel] [English] Chuunibyou demo Koi ga Shitai (Read 10983 times) 0 Members and 1 Guest watch this topic. c: Articles, Books, Light Comments Share Color Pages because they turned out to be good in the scanner. As for the other illustrations, they were not well at all, and therefore not included. Maybe if
someone digs and cleans their copy, I'll update the PDF to turn them on. Link to volume 3 here (now with more consistent times and fewer spelling mistakes!), my thoughts below: I've been working on this volume for almost two years, and the boy takes a long time. Especially since I don't know the Japanese, I've probably spent too much
time translating it. However, I do not regret working on this, given that I wanted to read for myself what is happening in Volume 3. While I have mixed feelings about this volume (seriously, why is Decomoria even in this volume?), I was generally having fun with both translating that volume and how the story turned out. On Volume 4: While
I feel a little burned by volume 3, I'm also interested to see what happens in the fourth (and final!) volume. Still, given my slight burn and the fact that I'll probably have less free time than before, it's likely to be much slower in translating volume 4 of Volume 3, despite the fact that the volume 3 is just under 50 pages longer than Volume 4.
Here's the promotional cover. While I prefer the real cover, the promotional cover is also pretty cool. Categories: Chuunibi Demo Who's Shit! 98 kaikkiSivun läpinäkyvysFacebook näyttäää tietoja, joiden avulla avulla ymmärrät sivun tarkoitusta paremmin. Katso, milaija toimintoja halinoivavavava ja sisältöä julkaisevat ihmiset tekevät. Taika
Kaiki Chunbu Demo Who Ga Shit! Not a light novel Chuniby Demo Who ga Shit! tập 1 - Bên trái là Yūta và bên phải là Rikka中⼆病でも恋がしたい! Thể loạiHài hưưc, Lãng mạn, Học đưưng, Kưch Kưch Light RomanTarak 6 nănozomi Osakanta xu yww - tưp3 Anime truyưn diưnTatsuya IshiharaKưch diưnTatsuya IshiharaKưch Sun TV,
KBS, TV AichiPhát 4 Tháng 10 năm 2012 – 19tháng 12 năm 2012Số tưp12 Fim điǝn Tanh Tuưi mưi lưn mưng mơ Chư đ anime vancho Demo Koi Ga Shitai! Demo でも恋が shit!? Trump Trump Nhưnh vưn theon!) the series of light-hearted novels next to Torak sang in Osaka Nozomi minh hưa. Tác phẩm đoạt giải danh dự trong Giải
thưởng The animation program is 2010[1]. Anime adaptation of Kyoto Animation aired on October 4, 2012. [2] [3] [4] [5] Content (anime) Part 1 Opening of Utah Togashi, a boy with Youth Paranoia Syndrome (保保保, Chūnibyō?, Average Two Diseases) during his middle school years, believed to possess supernatural abilities and styles
as lord of dark flame. As a result, he was shunned by his friends. At the end of this awkward time, Yūta enters high school away from home, where no one knows him, and so gradually forgets the obsession of the forgotten past. But things got tricky when Rick Takanashi, his classmate, also suffered from paranoia, learned about Utah's
past and wanted to be friends with him. For Yuta Rica, it is a threat to his current life. Yuta can reveal her past to the syndrome, and he asks her not to be revealed to anyone. On the first day of school, he had to drive Rica home when he learned that her home was in the neighborhood where he was staying. But unexpectedly, Rica's
house is the apartment of the neighbor's sister, located in the apartment where his family stayed. He's been dragged into the sister problem between Rikka and toka sisters. Toka expected Yuta to change his brother and release her. She also learned of Yuta's secret in high school and reluctantly, Yuuta agreed to Toka's request. At school,
Yuta was like a lot of guys in her class who loved Nibutani. Meanwhile, Rica and Kumin set up the club and Decomori joined the club. Utah reluctantly became a deputy lawmaker, and Nibutani unexpectedly joined. Seemingly enjoying it, Yuta realizes that Nibutani wants to find Decomori and destroys all the evidence and ruins of Mori
Summer. Like Utah, she's obsessed with her past and always trying to change. Nibutani became a regular member of the club and was often the club's manager. During her summer vacation, Toka wants Utah friends to return to their hometown with their two sisters. The group arrived at the grandparents' house and gradually discovered
many secrets about Rica's past. Two sisters, Toka, lived in happy families. Rica's father suffers from a serious illness that Rica's mother hid from Rica because she thought she was too young. By the time his father died, Rica wasn't so shocked. and he always wanted to find the horizon of no where to find his father. Since then she has
suffered from chunnibyou syndrome, two sisters have stayed at her grandparents' house for two years and her mother has had to work in Hokkaido. After two years, Toka brought her brother to her and met Yuuta, who could help alleviate Rica's syndrome. Knowing the truth, Yuta became more and more aware of Rica. He helps Rica
escape from the house at night and find a former house. But the house was sold and the sisters collided, Toka always devastated, because Rica did not accept the truth. Then Rica manages to get home and Yuuta catchs up. The two bought dinner together in the store, expressing their feelings and Yuta proving that the Horizons of No
deal with Rica are real. That night Rica slept at Yuta's house (because her password changed) and she felt strange about it. Every time she looks at Uyuta, her heart beats fast and Rica doesn't realize she's in love. Rica and Yuuta After that night, Rica rarely talks to Utah every day and often hides behind Decomori when she meets him.
Even at lunch in class, Yuta eats tomatoes for Rica, which is embarrassed by eating food outdoors. Nibutani sees these expressions knowing that Rica is in love, but the syndrome has confused the virtual reality of Rica. Nibutani meets Rica privately on the terrace, knowing that Rica loves Yuja. Rica reacted harshly and was ashamed,
defending herself for thinking Nibutani was reading her thoughts. Nibutani decides to fight for both of them. The school festival is available, and Nibutani runs the club, which does activities such as campfires and plays. In preparation for the festival, Nibutani showed Rikka tricks to recognize and commission Rikka to work with Yuta.
However, Rica is often cymplend and sometimes breaks the plan when putting up posters or stacking a tree with Utah. Nibutani's last plan was to put the two on the roof of the railing where the roof was and ready to place the Plaque when Rica acknowledged his feelings. Utah and Rica are watching the sunset, with Yuta saying he
believes in Horizon of No deal and that he will join her in finding him. When he heard that, Rica was happy to come to Yuta's place and slipped and stuck on the roof, but to reach Yuta. Nibutani offered to strike from the balcony below to support Rica. Yuta descends down to the balcony and supports her, at which point Rica is terrified and
trembling. Rica hugged Utah and hugged her for a long time, and Nibutani and Kumin were confident and happy for the couple to take it one step further. This afternoon, Yuuta realizes that she also likes Rica and understands how fragile her soul is. Suddenly, as they cross the bridge, the wind blows loudly, causing the umbrella to fly at
the foot of the bridge, and the two descend down to the riverbank. At the foot of the bridge, they see the view of the lake, reflecting the light of the city at night, as beautiful as the Horizon of No deal. It's a romantic moment Rica overshadowed her shame face and admits her feelings for Yuta. He is surprised and happy that his loved one
likes him, but Yuta wants him to be the one who will first confess. Yuta brings her back, so Rica doesn't see herself pretending to be the Lord of a dark flame and makes her a covenant Mistress. Unlike a normal couple, she leans back on Utah because she's too embarrassed and they both turn their little fingers instead of holding hands.
For the first time, Rica knew what love was. The two returned home together, and Yuuta entered his room. Suddenly she cried to see Toka playing family games with her sister in the room. Toka discusses Rica's current problem. She knows their relationship has developed and hopes Yuta can alleviate Rica's syndrome. Toka is available
to go to Italy to work and hopes Rica will live with his mother in his apartment. The truth is that the festival has begun and Nibutani runs the club, while Yuta and Rica will play Dark Flame Master against Ta Vuong True Label. Before the show, Rica's mother came to get lunch, but asked Yuta to bring it when she didn't see Rica. She
wanted to be close to her daughter, but Rica always wanted to be separated from her family. Yuta feels responsible for changing Rica. At noon, he gave her lunch and asked her to take off her bandage. That means Yuta wanted Rica to accept the truth and become a normal person. Rica reacted harshly, running and carefully considering
the choices it would make. On the at night, the school started a campfire and made a performance for the participants. Yuta always wonders if Rica accepts the truth. All of a sudden, you saw Rica singing on stage. Toka arrived in Yuta, saying it was a song her father had sung about lullabies about Rica in the past. Then Rica accepted
that her father had died and became a normal girl. Algae from 3 weeks passed, Rica has returned to normal and is no longer hallucinating as before. She paid her respects to Toka by being close to her mother and helping out in houseming. It's okay, Miss Toka had to go to Italy to take over the restaurant. On the day she left, the sisters
hugged and cried, and Toka hugged Utah and thanked him for everything. She was sure to hand Rica over to her mother and stop by the airport. Despite the end of the syndrome, Rica was quieter and less talked about it before. Yuta thinks Rica is changing in three weeks too fast. He worries that she is simply trying to satisfy the family
and relatives. Dekomi does not accept that Master (i.e. Rica) has changed and wants to go back to the way it was. Decomori repeatedly confronted and wanted to reminisce about Rica's memory, but it didn't work out. Master is no longer the same, which makes her shocked and sobbing, determined to bring Rica back to the beginning.
Nibutani pulled her out, held her in her arms and explained her tenacity. Yuta took Rica home, but always wondered if getting back to normal was the right thing to do. Before the second semester begins, Rica's mother wants her to return to her father's grave. Rica agreed to go and she packed her belongings to prepare for her
grandparents' house. Yuta feels that way, worried that she will return to school to prepare for the new semester. Rica turns your hand, promising to come back. The day she was on the train, he was just watching Rica while she was on the wagon. He wondered if this was what he wanted to see Rica become more contemplative than
before. After Rica left, Ekomorius arrived at the station determined to stop her and try to restore her memories. However, it arrives too late and only Yuta stands there. Decomori is angry at Yuuta for why he let Rica go, changing Rica normally. Utah tells Decomory that this is what's best for Rica and that Horizon of Nox doesn't exist, her
father has died, and it's true that Rica has to accept Decomori knows this, and she always tries to find the Horizons of No where with the Master, because this is Rica's dream. She just ran away from the station crying. Meanwhile, Utah stands stunned and wonderful, which it doesn't want to say. You want active, innocent Rica. Utah
doesn't want to hurt Decomory and suppress his dream of finding a Horizon of Nox. Rica syndrome is what brings the two closer together and is better understood. Sorry Semester 2 begins, after a week, Rikka has not yet returned and went to school. Yuta hides his worries and thinks Rica will soon return to school. Meanwhile, a lot of
strange things are happening in the group. Dekomori suddenly has no illusions, becomes the most beautiful schoolgirl and visit so well that Yuta and Nibutani do not realize. Mrs. Kumin, who has no syndrome, suddenly hallucinated and became the True King of the Eye.2 Kumin does strange things, as Rica has done in the past, always
saying that the soul of the eye of evil kings enters it and has something to say to Yuta. She said Rica would not return and that Yuta should return her to Rica the day before. Although Yuta thinks Kumin's words are joking, he worries that he won't come back. One day he found the relocation of Rica, which moved her from the apartment.
Yuta is shocked and intends to call her. But Rica hasn't contacted him. After the tomb, Rica decided to stay at his grandparents' house because of his mother's work in Hokkaido. She decided to cut off contact with Yuta and her friends at school. As a child, Rica knew he had died, but she always wanted to talk to him one last time. So
under the guise of the True Royal Eye, she feels stronger and seeks her father's soul on horizon of noity. Rica no longer has the syndrome, so her dreams are turned off and she no longer cares about real life. In the darkness, Yuta decides to take a ride on a runway to the house of Rica's grandparents. Decomori and Nibutani know
they're after you, too. Yuta regrets killing herself and trying to change her. On the coastal road, he is stopped by Kumin and declares himself the Evil King of the Eye 2. Kumin told you why Rica had the syndrome. For Rikka, the syndrome is a safe shell that helps Rica stay confident and forget about the past, which is its connection to
everyone. Yuuta doesn't want to change it too quickly and doesn't want to leave her. He always wanted to work with her to find the Horizons of No where and help her say goodbye to her father. Although she accepted the truth and decided to cut off contact with people, Rica felt lost and alone. She cries alone in the room and remembers
her friends, especially Yuta, as well as wanting to fulfill her dream. Suddenly, from behind the window came Yuta's call. Yuta stood on the roof of Rica's grandparents, breathing tired of cycling uneasy. He tells Rica to forget everything and join him to escape the dull reality of finding Horizon out of nowhere. Because you know the
syndrome gives Rica more vitality and itself. Hearing strange sounds, Mr. Rica saw him and called the police because he was mistaken for a thief. Yuta comes in and asks Rica if he wants to go with him. Rica hugs him, weeps and hides with Yuta. Decomori and Nibutani stopped Rica's grandfather while Ishiki kidnapped the police. Yuta
carries Rica on a bike on the coastline. At night, the stars shine in the sky, and both look to the edge of the sea. The two see the scene, thinking Horizons of inaccuracy, Yuta tells Rica to say what he wants to say. Looking to the horizon, she says her final goodbyes to her beloved father and hugs Utah crying tears of happiness. Then the
two steps together to the future and Rica fulfills his dream. Part 2 of Yuta's new school year in 11th grade, he had to stay in an apartment alone because his family moved to Jarkata. But Rica, now his girlfriend, also lives with Yuta. Due to an error in moving the furniture that Rica's apartment was sold to others, she had to find a new place
to live. During the search, Yuta hid Toka's sister from Rica in the same apartment as him. He also asked his friends to hide this in front of friends and teachers at the school. Every day Yuta has to work as a nanny for her problems and the two shared houses. Opening Day of the Year New, Decomori officially entered 10th grade, Nibutani
always tried to change in everyone's eyes is a charming and smart girl. Decomoria was causing problems every time he ran into each other. Everyone at the club got together and met after a month of merry summer holidays. On the way back, we meet Toka in the park. The whole group knew the couple lived so much scared. Toka always
wonders where Rica is and why people are hiding from it. During the holidays, Toka returned to Italy and learned that Rica was staying with Juta. Everything is broken, the whole society decides against it to be learned from it. That night, at Yuta's house, Toka spoke to everyone. She doesn't forbid Rica from staying with Utah because
she's also worried about what her sister will be when she's alone. But she had Yuta commit the two to be together normally, otherwise she would take Rica with her to Italy. At the same time, Kuzuha (Yuta's older sister) returned to the apartment to finish her senior year of high school. With the appearance of her sister, her friends, Toka
assures Rica and Yuta until they find a new place to live. Covenant nibutans and Decomory are always curious about how the couple's daily lives are. The two invited Kumin to watch Rica and Yuta when they returned from school. In the afternoon, Yuta takes his clothes off the balcony. Kuzuha apologizes to him for forgetting, but says it's
Rica's job. Last time Rica took on the task of cooking and she made a hot pot of horrors, Kuzuha had to take over cooking and Yuta gave her another job. He walks into Rica's room and finds her holding infrared glasses and acting. Yuta likes to borrow it and imagines himself as a ghosthunter, and Rica responds and finds him cool. Yuta
knocked on Rica's door for an emergency job, wondering how he could buy his glasses. Suddenly, Utah recalled how Toka received her monthly payment subsidy, panicked and hid her savings book at that point. Yuta finds out, grabs the notebook and finds that she spent most of the money to buy these glasses. He's angry, he's spanking
Rica for wasted money. Nibutani, Decomori and Kumin observe them from the common outside and disappointed. At home, Yuuta is more of a father who rules Rica than the couple. Nibutani feels unsweetened because the two have been in love for more than a year without making progress. She decided to explain to Yuta about love at
school. Although the two have been in love since last year's school festival, Yuta has never held Rica's hand, even missing the jacks and Christmas day to go out with her. Nibutani became angry and decided to invite the master of love to help Yuta be more proactive. His master tells him that girls often wait for their son to be active in his
feelings. They helped Yuta send a message to a meeting at the aquarium on Sunday in Rica. Suddenly Rica agreed and the pair stepped out on Sunday. On Sunday, Yuta spun Rick to the aquarium as planned. The two of them were walking around, and Rica was divorced from the first time she had come here. Yuta remembers what
Nibutani said, and he actively asked Rica if he was holding his hand. Rica slowly approaches to hold Yuta's hand, the two look at each other and are distraught but happy. They go together to the dolphin pool and Rica is invited to train the dolphins she wants to try once in her life. During the date, the couple had happy memories together
as they walked through the aquarium and the two came home in the evening. On the way back the sunset fell, the couple stopped to rest in the park on the hill. They sat together, watching the windmills spin all the time. Rica trusts Yuta how long the covenant between the two will last. For her, love is not just a loving embrace between
ordinary couples, but simple things that are common to each other. Every day at school together, having dinner together, talking to each other, is Rica's happiness to be with him. Yuta understands her feelings for him, telling her that the covenant between the two will change and develop when they are ready. Rica touched Yuta and held
his hand firmly. The two agreed and felt the change was slow, but they rejoiced. Shichimia Upstairs apartment (where Toka sisters before) has just moved. The new owner is Shichimia Settone, an 11th-grade girl who moved into the couple's apartment complex. The night after she went to the aquarium, Rica met her as Shichimia tried to
get off the balcony with a noose. From there, the two Your enemies until he meets Yuta. Suddenly, Shichimia showed up at Rica School (although she was not a student at the school) and declared war on Rica. You two are fighting each other, and Yuta gets up and intervenes. Shichimia realizes that he and Yuta have to take her home
because she doesn't remember on the streets. Utah Togashi (Togashi Utah?) Yun Yuta Fukuyama, the story's male hero, a high樫勇 school senior who suffers from Youth Paranoia Syndrome, believes he is the Black Fire Master and is shunned by his friends. Thinking about this shame, he tries to deny this past, including choosing a
remote school, separating his friends from middle school. But after meeting Rica, his past returned. He and Rica eventually bonded and they began to meet. He and Shichimia were middle school classmates, and she inspired him to become the Master of Theatre Weeping. Takanashi Rica (⿃)六 she shares the class with Utah, living with
her sister in the Utah apartment. She also suffers from the same disease as Utah, describes herself as the True Eye King (邪眼真 Yao Shingan) and always wears a medical patch on her right eye, wrapped all over her left hand, although she is not injured. Although she is quite attached to Utah, she is very cautious with strangers and
always struggles even when she first meets. Her fantastic weapon is an umbrella that she holds like a sword. In her fantastic battle, she often wears a black dress. At school, she always wears knee-length black socks, paired with a new generation of tennis shoes with wheels inside. Sometimes it shrinks, often stumbles and forgets. The
origin of her disease comes from Yūta herself, when she discovered Yūta during the paranoid period on the balcony above Yūta's apartment. They eventually got close, developed feelings for each other and began to meet, but Rica's paranoid illness was the bridge to the progression of their relationship. Nibutani Shinka (Nibutani Shinka)
Voice: Chinatsu Akasaki Nibutani is a Utah leader and classmate who Smiling. One of the most famous girls class due to her appearance. The same truth as Yūta, who is also a teenager who has suffered from chuunibyou, calls himself Mori Summer (Mori Sama, a pun of the Chineseサマ name Shinka Nibutani - with a different reader of
mori and lowercase letters (保) in summer). When she found out that Decomori had the latest evidence of her syndrome, Nibutani joined the Club of Rica to burn it down. When not everyone is watching, Nibutani reveals his true nature, easily enraged, especially when it comes to Decomory. While Utah initially admired or even liked her
after seeing her true nature, he was disappointed and instead befriended Nibutani. Despite constant quarrels and battles with Decomori, Nibutani tries to take care of her and vice versa. Tsuiuri Kumin (保保保保, Tsurui Kumin?) The voice of Azumi Asakura Kumin is a carefree girl, 1 year older than Utah and others. In one case, she even
slept in full futon in the school way. She went home before high school, was very sheltered and conservative, giving her a classic fashion style that Isiki found attractive. Her own sleeping club was included in the Club of Rica due to lack of membership. Out of respect for Rica and Decomory, she tries to understand their delusion

syndrome. He tends to talk when he's asleep. She likes cats, too. 凸 Decomori Told by Sumire Uesaka Dekomori, a schoolgirl with long split blonde hair, she often intervenes rather than helps. Like Rica, she is very young and often imagines with Rica. Unlike Rica, however, she is a student who is always at the top of the table in her class
and has completed the entire mathematical program. She owns many copies of manic books as evidence of Nibutani's series of paranoid days. It often contradicts the Someone you don't believe is the real Maury Summer. She often ends her sentence with desu, insisting it looks like the word death. She knows her illusions aren't just
illusions. She comes from a very wealthy family and often behaves normally around classmates. Then she went to high school, where Utah and her friends went to school. Ishiki Makoto (Ishiki誠 Makoto?) Headed by Soichiro Hoshi Isiki as a classmate of Utah, he sits behind him and often appreciates other girls in the class. He joined the
Light Music Club so he could easily stay with the girls and get their attention by playing guitar, although he did not know how to play at all. As he assessed the girls in class, he voluntarily shaved his head when the book Poll of Girls was discovered. In anime, he loves Kumin. Takanashi Toka (保⿃保保, Takanashi Toka?) The voice of Eri
Sendai Toka is Rica's sister, who always supports her as a chef in the luxury restaurant. He often suffers from his sister's syndrome, regularly hitting his brother with a souped lip. She is very good at acrobatics and very flexible, who was an aerobics athlete when she was in high school herself. Rica considers her a high-level witch, and
she accuses Toka of stopping her while she was on a mission to find Horizons out of no place. Sometimes she plays family games with Yumeha (Yuta's youngest sister), but in a negative direction is divorce. Tsukuno 九 瀬九瀬) Glasno: Kuzuha Kikuko Inoue Togashi (保樫保, Togashi Kuzuha?) The voice of Mami Shitara Kuzuha is
Yuuta's big sister. She should always take care and solve the problems that Yuta (when she was paranoid and in middle school) caused. Kuzuha is good at cooking, especially in sodoli. In Season 2, she stayed with Yuta and Rica when her family lived in Jakarta to finish their secondary school and care for him. Togashi Yumeha (保樫 樟
保, Togashi Yumeha?) Voiced by: Kaori Fukhara Shichimia Satone (保保⾳, Shichimia Sattone?) Inflated by Juri Nagatzuma She is Yuuta's companion in middle school, also suffering from a paranoid syndrome called Sofia. She knows Nibutani, too. Season 2, lives in an upstairs apartment (before apartment touka sisters). Shichimia
secretly remembers Yuuta, but is afraid of losing power, so she abandons her decision not to change. Rica's rival Rica sometimes infuriates her, but supports her in the restoration of Yuta's Dark Dragon. Now, she has to face her feelings for Yuta. Kannagi Chari (巫部 ⾵ Kannagi Qasari?) Vocal by: Manami Shirakawa Image caption No
Grand Prizes Given for the 1st Kyoto Animation Award. Anime News. 22 April 2010 Retrieved 22 August 2012. At the end of 1999, Anime. Anime News. 27 December 2011 Retrieved 9 July 2012. In late 1987 to start on TV. Anime News. 7 July 2012 Retrieved July 9, 2012. They come first for Juni Ga. - Crispy roll. 10 August 2012
Retrieved 22 August 2012. 1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 3 October. Anime News. 1 September 2012 Retrieved September 26, 2012. Link in addition to the official website of anime (Japanese) Chūnibyō demo Who ga Shitai! (anime) in the encyclopedia of Anime News Network This anime/manga-related
article is still in its early form. You can help Wikipedia expand the content so that the article is more complete.xts Get the word
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